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langston hughes poetry foundation - langston hughes was first recognized as an important literary figure during the
1920s a period known as the harlem renaissance because of the number of emerging black writers, langston hughes poet
academy of american poets - langston hughes poet a poet novelist fiction writer and playwright langston hughes is known
for his insightful colorful portrayals of black life in america from the twenties through the sixties and was important in shaping
the artistic contributions of the harlem renaissance, langston hughes biography facts britannica com - langston hughes
in full james mercer langston hughes born february 1 1902 joplin missouri u s died may 22 1967 new york new york
american writer who was an important figure in the harlem renaissance and made the african american experience the
subject of his writings which ranged from poetry and plays to novels and newspaper columns, langston hughes biography
life children parents name - early life langston hughes was born in joplin missouri on february 1 1902 to carrie m langston
and james n hughes his parents separated soon after his birth and hughes was raised mainly by his mother his grandmother
and a childless couple the reeds, langston hughes wikip dia - langston hughes 1 er f vrier 1902 22 mai 1967 est un po te
nouvelliste dramaturge et ditorialiste am ricain du xx e si cle sa renomm e est due en grande partie son implication dans le
mouvement culturel commun ment appel renaissance de harlem qui a secou harlem dans les ann es 1920 quelques unes
de ses uvres ot t publi es en france, dreams by langston hughes poems poets org - read poems by langston hughes
james mercer langston hughes was born february 1 1902 in joplin missouri his parents divorced when he was a young child
and his father moved to mexico, library of america series library of america - the library of america series includes more
than 300 volumes to date authoritative editions that average 1 000 pages in length feature cloth covers sewn bindings and
ribbon markers and are printed on premium acid free paper that will last for centuries, american authors on the web american authors on the web general resources american authors you are visitor number contact details, archival
collections chicago public library - back of the yards community collection dates 1937 1983 size 5 linear feet chicago
public library harold washington library center special collections neighborhood history research collection
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